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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the automated optical APM identication of radio sources from
the Jodrell Bank - VLA Astrometric Survey (JVAS), as used for the search for distant
radio-loud quasars. Since JVAS was not intended to be complete, a new complete sam-
ple, JVAS++, has been constructed with selection criteria similar to those of JVAS
(S5GHz > 200 mJy, α1.4−5GHz > −0.5), and with the use of the more accurate GB6
and NVSS surveys. Comparison between this sample and JVAS indicates that the com-
pleteness and reliability of the JVAS survey are  90% and  70% respectively. The
complete sample has been used to investigate possible relations between optical and
radio properties of flat spectrum radio sources. From the 915 sources in the sample,
756 have an optical APM identication at a red (e) and/or blue (o) plate, resulting in
an identication fraction of 83% with a completeness and reliability of 98% and 99%
respectively. About 20% are optically identied with extended APM objects on the red
plates, e.g. galaxies. However the distinction between galaxies and quasars can not be
done properly near the magnitude limit of the POSS-I plates. The identication frac-
tion appears to decrease from >90% for sources with a 5 GHz flux density of > 1Jy, to
<80% for sources at 0.2 Jy. The identication fraction, in particular that for unresolved
quasars, is found to be lower for sources with steeper radio spectra. In agreement with
previous studies, we nd that the quasars at low radio flux density levels also tend to
have fainter optical magnitudes, although there is a large spread. In addition, objects
with a steep radio-to-optical spectral index are found to be mainly highly polarised
quasars, supporting the idea that in these objects the polarised synchrotron compo-
nent is more prominent. It is shown that the large spread in radio-to-optical spectral
index is possibly caused by source to source variations in the Doppler boosting of the
synchrotron component.
1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, a comprehensive catalogue of compact
flat spectrum radio sources, the Jodrell Bank − VLA Astro-
metric Survey (JVAS), has been constructed (Patnaik et al,
1992; Browne et al., 1997; Wilkinson et al., 1998). The main
aim of this survey was to provide the astronomical commu-
nity with a network of bright radio sources with accurate po-
sitions ( 10− 15 mas) primarily intended for use as phase
calibrators for the Jodrell Bank MERLIN, the VLA and
VLBI networks. In addition to its astrometric goals, JVAS
proved an eective means of nding radio sources exhibiting
strong gravitational lensing, with six systems conrmed to
date (King et al. 1999).
Its virtually complete northern-sky coverage makes
JVAS uniquely suited for studying the high luminosity end
of the flat spectrum radio source population. Our group has
been particularly involved in the search for distant quasars
(Hook et al. 1996, Hook et al. 1998, Hook & McMahon 1998).
As part of this project, sources in the JVAS survey were op-
tically identied using the catalogue output of the APM
(the Automated Plate Measurement Facility at Cambridge)
scans of the POSS-I plates. This catalogue is ideal for iden-
tifying large samples of objects, since they are generated in
an automated way allowing an objective assessment of their
reliability and homogeneity.
This paper describes the automated optical identica-
tion procedure of JVAS, as used for the search for distant
quasars. It can be used as a guidance for future projects, in-
volving the optical identication of comprehensive samples
of flat spectrum radio sources, like those in the Cosmic Lens
All Sky Survey (CLASS; Myers et al. 2001). Since JVAS is
not complete, a new sample is constructed using selection
criteria similar to those of JVAS, but with the emphasis on
completeness, and with the use of more accurate selection
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surveys. By comparing this sample with JVAS, the com-
pleteness of JVAS is assessed. This is described in section
2. Section 3 and 4 describe the APM-POSS-I catalogue and
the optical identication procedure of JVAS and its com-
plete counterpart. Section 5 gives the results and discusses
possible relations between optical and radio properties using
the complete sample.
2 A COMPLETE SAMPLE OF FLAT
SPECTRUM RADIO SOURCES
2.1 The Jodrell Bank − VLA Astrometric
Survey (JVAS)
The JVAS catalogue has been presented in three separate
papers, for the regions +35  δ  +75 (Patnaik et
al., 1992), +0  δ  +20 (Browne et al., 1997), and
+20  δ  +35 and +75  δ  +90 (Wilkinson et
al., 1998). Their initial source list was constructed using the
Greenbank surveys conducted at 1.4 and 5 GHz by Condon
& Broderick (1985, 1986) and Condon, Broderick & Seiel-
stad (1989), selecting all sources with spectral indices larger
than α = −0.5 (α dened as Sν / να) and S5GHz  200
mJy, excluding the region jbj < 2.5. The 5 GHz flux densi-
ties used to construct the sample were determined directly
from the maps and have been found to be systematically
higher by  10% than the flux densities determined by Gre-
gory and Condon (87GB, 1991) from the same maps. Since
the main goal of JVAS was to construct a grid of phase cal-
ibrator sources, and the distribution of the sample above
contained some undesirable large holes ( 5) in some ar-
eas, a few additional sources were selected with S5GHz  150
mJy to ll these holes. Where possible, the potential cali-
brator sources were cross-checked against lower frequency
surveys to make sure they had genuine flat spectra. The re-
sulting source list was observed with the VLA at 8.4 GHz
between 1990 and 1992 (Patnaik et al, 1992; Browne et al.,
1997; Wilkinson et al., 1998). The resulting catalogue in-
cludes sources with observed 8.4 GHz peak brightness  50
mJy/beam.
For sources that are in the regions +0  δ  +20
and +35  δ  +75 the rms position error was estimated
to be approximately 10 mas in each coordinate (Patnaik et
al., 1992; Browne et al., 1997). For sources in the regions
+20  δ  +35 and +75  δ  +90 this was estimated
to approximately be 40 mas (Wilkinson et al., 1998). The
resulting catalogue contains 2121 radio sources.
2.2 The selection of a complete flat spectrum
sample
The JVAS catalogue was primarily intended to provide
phase calibrators with a uniform sky distribution, and was
not intended as a statistically complete flat spectrum sam-
ple. Therefore, a similar, complete sample has to be dened
to be able to conduct statistically meaningful optical/radio
studies. This sample, which we call JVAS++, will then also
be used to assess the completeness of JVAS.
The JVAS++ sample was constructed using similar se-
lection criteria as used for the Cosmic Lens All Sky Survey
(CLASS; Myers et al. 2001), and is based on the recently
Survey Freq. Wave- Reso- Flux Position
length lution Density Error
(GHz) (cm) (arcsec) (mJy) (arcsec)
87GB 4.85 6.2 210 >25 10−30
GB6 4.85 6.2 210 >18 10−30
GB1400 1.40 21.4 710 >150 30−70
NVSS 1.40 21.4 45 >2.5 1−7
Table 1. The relevant parameters of the radio surveys used for
the selection of JVAS and JVAS++.
available and more accurate radio surveys, the GB6 at 5
GHz (Gregory et al. 1996), and the NVSS at 1.4 GHz (Con-
don et al. 1998). All the relevant parameters of the radio
surveys involved are given in table 1. In the selection pro-
cedure, the 1.4 GHz flux density of a GB6 radio source is
dened as all the NVSS flux within 7000 of the GB6 position
(as used for CLASS). The sample has the following selection
criteria:
1 GB6 5 GHz flux density, S5GHz > 200 mJy
2 declination, 0 < δ < 75, galactic latitude, jbj > 30.
3 radio spectral index, α1.4−5GHz > −0.5.
In this way, 915 sources were selected. The distribution on
the sky is shown in gure 1. The high galactic latitude cut-
o was chosen to reduce the possible influence of galactic
foreground extinction. Furthermore, the APM catalogue is
only available at these latitudes. About 16% (153) sources
are not in the JVAS sample and have been observed with the
VLA in B conguration at 8.4 GHz as part of the CLASS
survey, in a similar manner as the targets in the JVAS sam-
ple (Myers et al. 2001). These provided us with radio posi-
tions at an accuracy similar to those of the JVAS sources.
Fifty-eight sources are tted by multiple components at 8.4
GHz. For these, the positions of the brightest components
are used. Fifteen objects are not detected with the VLA, all
exhibiting extended structure on arcminute scales.
2.3 The completeness and reliability of JVAS
JVAS contains 762 sources which overlap with JVAS++. In
the same area of sky, another 371 sources are part of JVAS,
but are not in JVAS++. In addition, 153 objects are in
JVAS++, but are not part of JVAS.
The large dierences between the JVAS and JVAS++
are due to several eects:
1 the use of dierent selection surveys for JVAS.
2 the use of a dierence flux density scale for JVAS, which
was found to be oset by 10% at 5 GHz.
3 the use of a variety of spectral data in the target se-
lection, the non-detection of some sources, and the ex-
clusion of some sources for which the observed VLA
position was found to be osetted by more than 40 arc-
seconds from the pointing position.
The use of a dierent flux density scale at 5 GHz, im-
plies that the actual selection criteria for JVAS are, S5GHz >
180 mJy, and α1.4−5 > −0.58. This eect, in combination
with the inclusion of sources with 150 mJy < S5GHz < 180
mJy, to ll holes in the sky distribution, causes the low re-
liability of JVAS. Note that since these sources are fainter
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Figure 2. The completeness and reliability of the JVAS survey as function of GB6 5 GHz flux density (left) and 1.4-5 GHz Spectral
index (right), with respect to JVAS++ as dened in section 2.
Figure 3. The distribution of the normalised dierences in 1.4 GHz flux density of the GB1400 and NVSS catalogues for all the sources
in the complete sample, (left), steep spectrum sources (middle) and flat spectrum sources (right).
Figure 4. The distribution of the normalised dierences in 5 GHz flux density of the GB6 and 87GB catalogs for all the sources in
JVAS++, (left), only the steep spectrum sources (middle), and only the flat spectrum sources (right)
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Figure 1. Polar projection of the sky distribution of the sources
in the complete sample. The dotted lines indicate the 0 and 30
galactic latitudes.
than 200 mJy, they do not influence the reliability above
this flux density, which is typically > 95% (see g. 2, left).
However, they are included, when the reliability is plotted
as function of spectral index (g. 2, right), causing it to be
typically < 75%.
The use of dierent selection surveys has three eects.
Firstly, the Greenbank 1400 MHz survey, used for the selec-
tion of JVAS, has a 120 FWHM resolution, compared to 4500
for the NVSS and a search radius of 7000 used for the revised
‘complete’ sample. Therefore, sources with extended struc-
ture at arcminute scales may have been excluded from JVAS
with α < −0.5, but included in the comparison sample. This
is reflected in Figure 2 (left), showing that the completeness
of JVAS is decreasing to  50% at the steep spectral in-
dex cut-o. Indeed 49 objects exhibit extended structure at
arcminute scales. These are shown in the appendix, where
their NVSS images are overlaid with data from the Digitized
Sky Survey (Lasker et al. 1990).
Secondly, the use of dierent selection surveys may
cause sources to be included or excluded due to their possi-
ble intrinsic variability. Thirdly, measurement uncertainties
may cause dierences in the selection. To show the influences
of variability and measurement uncertainties on the selection
process, the Greenbank 1400 MHz observations were com-
pared with the NVSS, and the 87GB data were compared
with the GB6. Figure 3 shows the normalised dierences be-
tween the GB1400 and NVSS flux densities for the sources in
the complete sample, with no radio spectral selection on the
left, ‘steep’ spectrum (α < −0.2) sources in the middle, and
‘flat’ spectrum (α > −0.2) sources in the right panel. About
12% of the sources do not have a GB1400 flux density since
they are too faint to be in the catalog by White & Becker
(1992). These are excluded from the analysis. The NVSS flux
densities were decreased by 3% to match the GB1400 flux
density scale. The distributions are overlaid by Gaussians
with σ = 0.13, 0.13, and 0.25 respectively. The distribu-
tion for the flat spectrum sources is clearly much broader
(σ = 0.25) than that for steep spectrum objects (σ  0.13).
This indicates that the dierences between GB1400 and the
NVSS for flat spectrum sources is dominated by variability,
which is about 2 times larger than the measurement un-
certainties. From a similar distribution of normalised flux
density dierences between NVSS and the FIRST survey
(White et al. 1997), we found that the measurements errors
in both FIRST and NVSS are about 5%. This means that,
assuming that the distribution of the steep spectrum sources
is solely due to measurement errors, the GB1400 survey has
an uncertainty in flux density of 12%. Note that this un-
certainty has a proportional term and a constant term, the
latter due to noise and confusion. In FIRST and NVSS, this
constant term is unimportant for our sample. However for
the GB1400 survey with a noise level of  25 mJy, this fac-
tor probably dominates the uncertainty in flux density for
the faintest sources.
A similar analysis has been carried out for the two se-
lection surveys at 5 GHz, which is shown in gure 4. The
GB6 and 87GB are not independent; GB6 is based half of
on the 87GB dataset, and half on a similar dataset, taken a
year earlier. Since we are interested in the variability aspect,
we assumed that the flux densities of the sources in the sec-
ond dataset is 2GB6− 87GB. The normalised dierences
between the flux densities taken at these epochs are shown
in gure 4, with on the left with no spectral selection, in
the middle for steep spectrum sources, and at the right for
flat spectrum sources. The distributions are overlaid with a
Gaussian with a σ of 0.14, 0.14, and 0.17 respectively. As-
suming that the distribution of the steep spectrum sources
is solely due to measurement uncertainties, each dataset has
a typical error of 10%, and the uncertainty in flux density
of the GB6 is 7%. The constant noise term of GB6 is ex-
pected to contribute for only 2% for the faintest sources in
the sample. Note that the flat spectrum sources seem to be
only slightly variable, compared to the data at 1.4 GHz, al-
though flat spectrum sources are known to be increasingly
variable towards higher frequencies. This is due to the fact
that the time-baseline at 5 GHz ( 1 year) is much shorter
than at 1.4 GHz ( 10 years).
It is dicult to estimate the completeness and reliabil-
ity of JVAS and JVAS++, due to all the eects described
above. Most of the dierences between the two samples are
not caused by incompleteness or unreliability of JVAS, but
due to a dierence in selection criteria. To assess the com-
pleteness of JVAS and JVAS++, we performed a simple sim-
ulation. We treated the NVSS and GB6 data as innitely
accurate and added Gaussian distributed osets (with σ’s
as estimated above) to the flux densities, and determined
how many sources enter and leave the sample. In this way,
the completeness and reliability of JVAS++ were estimated
both to be 95% respectively. For JVAS, we changed the se-
lection criteria to α1.4−5GHz > −0.58 and S5GHz > 180 mJy
after the osets were added, to mimic the use of a dierent
flux density scale. In addition it was assumed that all the
sources with S < 160 mJy were added articially in JVAS
to ll in holes in the sky distribution (100 objects). In this
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way the completeness and reliability of JVAS was estimated
to be 90% and 70% respectively.?
3 THE AUTOMATED OPTICAL
IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE
3.1 The APM − POSS-I catalogue
Optical identication of sources in the JVAS and JVAS++
samples was carried out using the output catalogue of the
APM scans of the Palomar Sky Survey (POSS-I) pho-
tographic plates in the e (red) and o (blue) passbands
(Bunclark & Irwin, 1983). Plates were scanned with  0.500
pixels. The APM covers the Northern sky with jbj  20 −
30. For each detected object a magnitude was measured and
the image classied for the e and o plates separately. The
images were classied as galaxies, stellar, merged objects or
noise based on combinations of various image parameters
such as moments, ellipticities etc. The spread in the distri-
bution of each parameter with respect to the stellar locus
was used to weight that parameter when combined to form
a nal classication parameter. The distribution of the com-
bined parameter has a mean and spread which is dependent
on magnitude, and a statistical correction was calculated to
convert these for the stellar objects to Gaussian distribu-
tions with zero mean and rms=1. This correction was then
applied to all images and the standard deviation from a stel-
lar prole Nσc was recorded. For images about 2 magnitude
above the plate limit, this classication is  90% accurate.
The e and o catalogues were merged, assuming that
sources within 200 are one and the same object. Objects with
centroids on the e and o plates which dier in position be-
tween 2 and 400 were considered to be \nearly" matches. In
such case only the position on the E plate were preserved.
The nal positions of the objects were corrected for subtle
distortions of the plates which are most prominent near the
plate edges.
The zero-point for photometry in each eld was calcu-
lated by assuming that the e plate has a limiting magnitude
of 20.0 and by assuming a universal, magnitude indepen-
dent position in the colour-magnitude plane for the stellar
locus, as described by McMahon & Irwin 1992. The zero-
point of the magnitude system has an rms accuracy of 0.3
magnitude.
The APM − POSS-I catalogue can be accessed via the
internet at www.ast.cam.ac.uk/apmcat.
3.2 The optical-radio correlation
Three source lists were constructed:
I: Sources which are part of both JVAS++ and the JVAS
sample (762 objects)
II: Sources which are only part of JVAS++ (153 objects)
III: Sources which are only part of JVAS (371 objects)
Hence, the combination of sources in lists I and II make up
JVAS++, and the sources in lists I and III make up the
JVAS sample (in the selected area of sky). The three lists
? Note that all the sources in JVAS are real and that their posi-
tions are reliable
Figure 6. The osets between the JVAS++ positions and the
optical APM positions. The solid line indicates a t to the back-
ground source density of 0.0006 arcsec−2.
were correlated with the APM−POSS-I catalogue, selecting
all optical objects within 3000 of each 8.4 GHz radio position.
For the objects with extended radio structure at arcminute
scales, the radio-optical overlays, as shown in the appendix,
were used to search for a possible bright optical identi-
cation. These were added manually. The distributions of
αopt−rad and δopt−rad are shown in gure 5, for sources in
the JVAS++ sample, excluding objects which exhibit mul-
tiple components at 8.4 GHz and/or extended structure at
arcminute scales. From these plots the accuracy of the APM
positions was determined, by tting the α and δ distri-
butions with a Gaussian on top of a flat distribution, as ex-
pected for a combined population of genuine identications
and random background objects. It shows that the APM
positions have an uncertainty of rms=0.400 in both α and δ,
and show no systematic osets to the radio positions.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of sources around the
JVAS++ positions. The solid line is a t to the background
source density of 0.0006 arcsec−2. We found that this back-
ground level was not enhanced by possibly related cluster
objects around the radio sources, by counting the number of
objects within a 3000 radius, oset 50 north from each source.
It is therefore expected that  2% of the sources have a
random background object within 3 arcsec from their radio
position. Such a background object will be incorrectly iden-
tied as the optical identication unless the genuine identi-
cation is detected and has an APM position closer to the
radio position.
Unfortunately, for several reasons the errors in the op-
tical positions are not Gaussian distributed, as assumed
above:
1 Bright galaxy identifications: The central positions
of bright extended objects, e.g. nearby galaxies, can be
determined signicantly less accurate in the APM than
those of fainter stellar objects.
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Figure 5. The distribution of αopt − αrad and δopt − δrad, for all the optical objects to a radio position of a JVAS++ source.
2 Merged Objects: Due to the limited resolution of the
APM scans, two or more nearby sources are sometimes
merged into one single object. In such a case, the central
position of the merged object can be several arcseconds
away from the position of one of the individual objects
(i.e. the identication).
3 Bright Stars: Bright Stars, can obliterate other ob-
jects in their vicinity, or can produce spurious images.
4 Anomalies in the APM Catalogue:. In very rare
cases the APM can produce nonsensical results unre-
lated to any of the former eects, e.g. plate defects such
as dirt and scratches, aeroplane tracks and asteroids.
These eects produce a broad non-Gaussian tail in the
error distribution at a  5 − 10% level. To identify these
problems for the individual objects, all the APM images
were checked by eye and compared with images from the
Digital Sky Survey as retrieved from Skyview. In the course
of this process the images were also searched for possible
surrounding groups or clusters of galaxies. In addition, if no
identication in the APM was found, it was checked whether
a possibly faint identication was visible in the DSS. All the
JVAS and JVAS++ sources which were found to have one
of these problems are shown in the appendix.
3.3 Completeness and reliability of the optical
identications
The likelihood method (de Ruiter, Arp and Willis, 1977) was
used to quantify the identication procedure. First, for each
candidate identication the following dimensionless measure









where α and δ are the osets between the optical and
radio positions, and σαopt and σδopt the uncertainties in the
optical right ascension and declination positions. The er-
ror in the radio position is small < 0.0500 compared to the
Figure 7. The cumulative distribution of likelihood ratios for the
complete sample.
optical error (0.5500) and therefore neglected. Given the nor-
malised position dierence r for a certain radio-optical pair,















where λ = piσαoptσδoptρbg = 0.5ρbg , where ρbg is the back-
ground source density which is stored for each POSS-plate
in APM calibration les. This is the ratio of the probability
that a given object found between r and r+dr is the correct
identication p(rjid), divided by the probability that it is a
contaminating object p(rjc). The cumulative distribution of
likelihood ratios is shown in gure 7.
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The likelihood ratio cuto used for this sample is 1.0
which means the probability that the given object is the cor-
rect identication is at least equal to the probability that it
is a background object. Using this cuto we nd an identi-
cation rate, θ, of 83% (i.e. 756 out of 915). This identication
fraction can be related to the two a posteriori probabilities
that the object found at an angular distance r from the ra-
dio source position is a genuine identication, p(idjr), or a
confusing object, p(cjr), using Bayes’ theorem
p(idjr) = θ LR(r)
θ LR(r) + 1− θ p(cjr) =
1
θ LR(r) + 1− θ (3)
It was assumed that the sources which were found to
be merged objects or bright galaxies have an innite like-
lihood ratio, resulting in p(idjr) = 1 and p(cjr) = 0. The
likelihood ratios of the objects, for which the manual check
has shown they have a genuine optical identication but a
large radio-optical position oset, are set to 2  103, as if
the oset was zero, and therefore as 100% reliable identi-
cations. The completeness, C, of the identications, which
is the number of accepted identications over the number of
correct id’s, and the reliability, R, which is the fraction of














where, Nid is the total number of identications. These
correspond to a completeness C = 99% and a reliability
R = 99% for LR 1 used.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three tables were produced for the three source lists, which
are shown in the appendix, with a detailed description of
the columns.
4.1 Radio spectral properties and optical
identications
The JVAS++ sample is uniquely suited to study the high
luminosity end of the flat spectrum radio source population.
Figure 8 shows the e-magnitudes of the optical identica-
tions as function of their o − e colours, classied as stellar
(lled circles) and extended (open circles) objects on the
red plates. Objects with only limits on the colours are not
shown. The colours of the extended objects are more biased
towards the red than those of the stellar identications, as
expected for quasars and galaxies, which are found to have
generally blue and red optical colours respectively, This can
also be seen in gure 9 where the colour-distribution of the
two classes of objects are shown. Only at e > 19, near the
plate limit, does this picture get blurred, since no reliable
classication can be made and the large majority of objects
are classied as stellar.
Figure 10 shows the optical identication fraction as
function of GB6 flux density. The upper line indicates the
Figure 8. The red e magnitude as function of o − e colour for
extended (open circles) and stellar (lled circles) identications.
The dotted and dashed lines indicate the limit in e magnitude
and the average limit in o magnitude (which diers per plate)
respectively.
Figure 9. The normalised o − e colour distribution for the
JVAS++ identications. The dashed and dotted lines represent
the stellar and the extended objects respectively.
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Figure 10. The fraction of JVAS++ sources identied with APM
objects (total), APM objects classied as stellar and classied as
extended in the red band, as function of GB6 flux density. The
uncertanties for the total sample are similar to those for the stellar
objects.
total identication fraction (including extended, stellar and
merged objects). The middle line indicates the fraction of
JVAS++ sources identied with APM objects classied as
stellar in the red band. The lower line indicates the frac-
tion of JVAS sources identied with APM objects classi-
ed as extended in the red band. There is a hint that both
the total and stellar identication fraction decrease with de-
creasing flux density. These two eects are likely caused by
a change-over to galaxy identications at faint flux density
levels, which leads to more loss against the plate limit. A
similar eect at a similar flux density level has been seen by
Shaver et al. (1997) and Falco, Kochanek & Mu~noz (1998).
Note that due to the uncertain classication near the plate
limit, the true decrease in identication fraction for quasars
with flux density may even be more pronounced.
Figure 11 shows the optical identication fraction as
function of 5.0 to 1.4 GHz spectral index. The lines indicate
the specic identication fractions as in gure 10. Clearly,
the total and stellar identication fractions decrease towards
steeper spectral indices, while the fraction of sources iden-
tied with extended objects appears to be independent of
spectral index. This trend can be explained by assuming that
at α < −0.3, the unbeamed population of ‘steep’ spectrum
galaxies contributes signicantly to the total radio source
population. Most of these radio galaxies will be too faint to
appear on the POSS, and will be unidentied radio sources.
This results in a drop in the total identication fraction and
the identication fraction of quasars.
For the optical identications with available redshifts
in the literature, the o− e colours are shown as function of
redshift (gure 12). This gure should be interpreted with
great care, since it includes a strong observational bias, e.g.
towards bright galaxies and red quasars. Therefore, not sur-
prisingly, most of the extended optical objects (galaxies) are
observed to be at z < 0.5. They are clearly redder than the
Figure 11. The fraction of JVAS++ sources identied with APM
objects (total), APM objects classied as stellar and classied as
extended in the red band, as function of 8.4-1.4 GHz spectral
index.
Figure 12. The o−e colour of extended (open circles) and stellar
(lled circles) objects as function of redshift, for all sources with
an available redshift.The solid line indicates the expected o − e
colour of an average quasar reddened by intergalactic absorption
(see text).
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Figure 14. The magnitude distributions for bright (GB6>1 Jy),
intermediate (350 mJy > GB6 >1 Jy), and faint (GB6 < 350
mJy) radio sources, optically identied with blue o − e < 1.0
stellar objects.
stellar objects at similar redshifts. Note however that a few
objects which are classied as extended, are found at much
larger redshifts. Their optical spectra show that they are ac-
tually quasars, wrongly classied as extended objects in the
APM. There is a clear trend that the optical colours of the
quasars become redder towards high redshifts. This is a well
known eect and the forms the basis of the colour selection
of candidate high redshift quasars (Hook et al. 1996), and is
due to intervening Lyα absorption systems. Note however,
that the majority of the objects in this redshift regime was
actually selected for spectroscopic follow up on the basis of
their red colour (o − e  1.0), which may have strengthen
this eect. The solid line indicates the expected o− e colour
of an average quasar reddened by intergalactic absorption.
As a quasar spectrum, a power law with spectral index of
−0.5 was used with emission lines taken from the compos-
ite quasar spectrum as constructed by Francis et al. (1991).
For the intergalactic absorption the model of Madau (1995)
was used. The model follows the trend of redder colours
towards high redshift well. At low redshift the data are sys-
tematically redder than the model. This is probably due to
a contribution of underlying galaxy light.
It is interesting to investigate the relation between the
optical apparent magnitude of a quasar and its radio flux
density, since both should be related to the power output
of the central engine. Bolton & Wall (1970) showed that
objects at fainter flux densities tend to have fainter optical
magnitudes, but that there is a large spread. This trend is
also present in gure 13 (left), where the e-magnitude is
shown as function of 5 GHz flux density for sources which
are classied as stellar on the red plates, and which have a
blue o − e < 1.0 colour. This can also be seen in gure 14,
where for the same subsample, the magnitude distributions
are shown for bright (GB6>1 Jy), intermediate (350 mJy >
GB6 >1 Jy), and faint (GB6 < 350 mJy) radio sources.
It is interesting to investigate what may cause this large
spread in the ratio of optical to radio luminosity. We noticed
that many of the optically faintest quasars were known to be
High Polarised Quasars (HPQ); objects which exhibit opti-
cal polarisation at levels > 3%. In the right panel of gure
13 the e magnitude versus 5 GHz flux density is shown for
objects in the sample which have their optical polarisation
properties studied by Fugmann & Meisenheimer (1988) or
Wills et al. (1992). Indeed, it shows that the HPQ (’H’)
prefer to have high radio to optical flux ratios while the
low polarised quasars (LPQ; ’L’) show low ratios. Objects
at z < 0.5 were excluded from this plot, to avoid possible
host galaxy contamination, and to exclude the population of
nearby BL Lac objects and optically violent variable (OVV)
quasars which also show high optical polarisation, but often
combined with low or rapidly varying radio to optical flux
density ratios.
The distribution of HPQs and LPQs is consistent with
the idea that the optical quasar light is a combination of a
polarised synchrotron component plus an unpolarised com-
ponent (e.g. Smith et al. 1994). If the unpolarised compo-
nent is signicantly brighter than the synchrotron compo-
nent (LPQ), then the radio flux (also synchrotron) will be
relatively faint compared to the optical, resulting in a ‘flat’
optical to radio spectral index. If the unpolarised compo-
nent is fainter (HPQ), and a constant spectral index is as-
sumed for the synchrotron component, then the radio flux
will be relatively bright, resulting in an overall ‘steep’ radio-
to-optical spectral index. Indeed, the dashed line in gure 13
(right) indicates an optical-to-radio spectral index of −0.75,
with most of the LPQs and HPQs situated above and below
this line respectively.
The most straightforward explanation of why the ratio
of the polarised to unpolarised components varies so much
from quasar to quasar is Doppler boosting of the synchrotron
component (eg. Wills et al. 1992). We therefore hypothesise
that the large spread in optical to radio luminosity ratios
is caused by source to source variations of Doppler boost-
ing of the radio flux, leaving the unpolarised component of
the optical emission unaected. The fact that in our sample
we see the HPQs fainter than the LPQs is counter-intuitive
since these are the boosted objects. However, in this scheme,
the HPQs are not the boosted counterparts of the LPQs in
the sample, but are the boosted counterparts of a population
which is fainter in the optical and radio. If this explanation is
correct, then a correlation is expected between the Doppler
factor and the optical to radio spectral index. La¨hteenma¨ki
& Valtaoja (1999) estimated the Doppler factors of eighty of
the brightest flat spectrum objects in the sky, using total flux
density variation monitoring data at 22 and 37 GHz. Thirty-
nine objects in their sample overlap with JVAS. Nineteen of
those are located at z > 0.5, and have APM identications
with o − e < 1.0 (to avoid possible influence of the host
galaxy and extinction). For the optical and radio flux den-
sities, the average of o and e magnitudes, and the average
of 1.4, 5.0 and 8.4 GHz flux densities are used, to minimise
the influence of variability. The estimated Doppler boosting,
D3var, is plotted against the optical-to-radio spectral index
in gure 15. It shows that the Doppler factor is indeed cor-
related (97% signicance) with the radio-to-optical spectral
index, and that the slope of the relation is as expected as
for the hypothesis that the large spread in optical to radio
luminosity ratios is caused by source to source variations of
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Figure 13. (left) The e magnitude versus of 5.0 GHz flux density for radio sources identied with blue o− e < 1.0 stellar objects. (right)
The e magnitude versus of 5.0 GHz flux density for radio sources in the sample, which have optical polarisation measurements in the
literature, with ’L’ and ’H’ denoting low and high polarisation quasars. Objects at z < 0.5 have been omitted. The dotted line indicates
an optical-to-radio spectral index of −0.75.
Doppler boosting of the radio flux leaving most of the optical
emission unaected. Evidently, this scheme is too simplistic.
First of all, the spectral index of the synchrotron component
is most likely steeper in the optical than in the radio, causing
the boosting to be stronger in the optical than in the radio,
changing the observed optical-to-radio spectral index of the
synchrotron component. Furthermore, in the optical we may
see a related, but younger part of the synchrotron compo-
nent, which possibly exhibits dierent boosting properties,
complicating the simple picture scetched above.
However, the main idea is supported by two previous
studies. Firstly, Yee & Oke (1978) and Shuder (1981) showed
that the emission line luminosity for a range of AGN types is
proportional to the luminosity of the underlying optical con-
tinuum over four orders of magnitude. Secondly, Rawlings &
Saunders (1991) found that the emission line luminosity of
an unbiased sample of FRII radio galaxies is approximately
proportional to the total jet kinetic power, which is closely
coupled to the power of the central engine. This implies that
the optical luminosity should also be a direct indicator of
the jet power, hardly aected by Doppler boosting. Indeed,
Wills & Brotherton (1995) use the ratio of the radio core to
optical continuum luminosity, RV , which is the equivalent
to the radio-optical spectral index as used in this paper, as
an improved measure of quasar orientation over the ratio of
radio-core to lobe flux density, R. They show that the use of
RV , rather than R, results in a signicantly improved inverse
correlations with the beaming angle as deduced from appar-
ent superluminal velocities and inverse-Compton-scattered
X-ray emission, and with the FWHM of a quasar’s broad
Hβ emission line. The use of optical continuum luminosity
rather than extended radio luminosity to represent the un-
beamed jet power probably works better because the latter
is more aected by source-to-source dierences in the in-
tergalactic medium (Wills & Brotherton, 1995), and source
age.
Figure 15. The Doppler boosting, estimated by La¨hteenma¨ki &
Valtaoja (1999) as function of radio to optical spectral index, for
bright JVAS sources. The line indicates the expected relation if
the change in spectral index is due to Doppler boosting of only
the radio emission, leaving the optical unaected.
5 SUMMARY
We have described the automated optical identication pro-
cedure of the sources from the Jodrell Bank − VLA Astro-
metric Survey (JVAS), and a similar, complete radio sam-
ple, JVAS++, using the APM scans of the POSS-I plates.
It yields an identication rate of 83%, with a completeness
and reliability of both 99%. About 20% is identied with ex-
tended objects, eg. galaxies. The identication rate appears
to drop towards lower flux densities, and towards steeper
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radio spectra, especially for the stellar classications. Fur-
thermore, the optical fluxes of quasars with faint radio flux
densities appear to be biased towards fainter magnitudes, al-
though there is a large spread in the optical-to-radio spectral
index. It is shown that this large spread in radio-to-optical
spectral index may be caused by source to source variations
in the Doppler boosting of the synchrotron emission.
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Appendix A
Tables 2,3, 4 show the optical-radio catalogue for the source
lists I, II, and III, as dened in section 2. For each ta-
ble, column 1 gives the name (JVS=JVAS, CLS=CLASS),
columns 2 the radio position (J2000), columns 3, 4, and 5
give the optical-radio oset in right ascension, declination
and in total. Column 6 gives the logarithm of the likeli-
hood ratio. Columns 7 to 12 give the APM magnitude, clas-
sication (-1=stellar, 1=extended, 2=merged) and psf for
the red and blue plate respectively. Column 13 gives the
APM colour, columns 14, to 17 give the radio flux densi-
ties at 5 GHz (GB6), 1.4 GHz (NVSS and GB1400), and
at 8.4 GHz (JVAS). Column 18 gives the redshift as found
in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). Col-
umn 19 gives a possible comment. The comments are ex-
plained in table 4. The optical parameters are not shown if
α, δ > 3.000, unless the check by eye has shown that a
larger optical-radio position oset is the result of a bright
galaxy or a merged object identication, or due to extended
radio emission.
Figure 17 show all the sources for which the APM did
not give a good representation. The three panels show 40 
40 representations of the Digitized Sky Survey, The APM-
red, and the APM blue data. The number in the left corner
indicates the optical-radio position oset.
Figure 16 shows contour plots of NVSS data of objects
in the complete sample showing extended structure on ar-
cminute scale. The greyscales represent optical Digitized Sky
Survey data. Image sizes are 12’. The dashed circle indicate
a 70" radius around the GB6 position.
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Figure 16 (gif) to go here
Figure 16. Extended radio sources in the complete sample.
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Figure 17 (gif) to go here
Figure 17. All the JVAS sources with anomalies in the APM data.
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table 2 can be found at www.roe.ac.uk/ ignas
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table 3 can be found at www.roe.ac.uk/ ignas
Table 3.
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c Possible ID on DSS?
d Group/Cluster?
e Bright Star nearby
f ID not Possible
g wrong representation in APM
h Possible Blended Object?
i ID is Correct
j Oset in Red Plate
k Blended Object in Blue
l Blended Object in Red
m Red and Blue APM are shifted
n Bright Galaxy Nearby
o DSS not Uniform
p NVSS extended
q NVSS several components
r NVSS Wide angle tail
s NVSS Double
t NVSS triple
u Radio Source is Lobe















